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SUMMER 2019/20 TERM 1 EPSE 581C: ASSIGNMENT 3
Due: Sunday, June 30th

• Please make sure you write your answers to these questions in your own words. Even if you work
with a group to formulate your responses, do not just copy someone else’s sentences/words.

• There is no need to record more than 2 decimal places for any of these problems; HOWEVER, do
not round numbers until you obtain a final answer.

• All problem data are available online in .csv format.

Question 1: (Instrumental variables)

(a) It has sometimes been proposed by sociologists and criminologists that one could assess the
causal effect of access to guns on violent crime rates in the US by exploiting differences in
state gun laws. For example, the states of Illinois and Michigan require background checks
for all private gun sales, while the adjacent states of Indiana and Wisconsin do not (see map).
None of these states have a gun registry, but they all collect data on private gun sales.

There is an established correlation between background check laws and amount of guns
(per capita) at the state-level: states requiring such background checks have fewer guns
purchased (per capita), as measured by the state-level data collected on private gun sales.
Some researchers have tried to exploit this correlation via an instrumental variables approach.
In this context, the causal agent of interest X would be number of guns purchased in a state
(per capita) per year, the proposed instrument Z would be binary (0 if the state does not
require background checks, 1 if the state does), and the response of interest Y is some violent
crime rate, say, the state homicide rate.

Criticize this approach. In particular, critique the plausibility of the instrumental validity of
Z.

(b) The Black Oystercatcher (Haematopus bachmani) is a species of shorebird native to the
Pacific coast of North America. They nest and raise their young on rocky shorelines of small
islets, peninsulas, and even man-made jetties (see pictures). In particular, there are about
10 pairs that nest along the BC Ferries terminal jetty in Tsawwassen, BC. The south side of
this jetty is commonly frequented by people and their pets (there is direct road access to the
beach areas), while the north side of this jetty remains relatively undisturbed (no direct road
access). A busy highway separates these south and north shores. This situation creates the
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possibility for an intriguing natural experiment: does increased human and pet disturbance
hurt the Black Oystercatcher’s reproductive success?

(i.) Access the ‘BO.csv’ dataset online (these are fake data, but this is a real project of mine
that is ongoing). This file contains data on 6 variables:

• year of observation,

• (Instrumental variable) a binary variable indicating if the nest is on the south shore
(1) or north shore (0),

• (Causal agent of interest) a binary variable indicating if the nest was subject to
human disturbance (1 = yes, 0 = no),

• a binary variable indicating if there was total nest failure (e.g. eggs were destroyed),

• a variable counting how many chicks hatched in each nest,

• (Response of interest) a variable counting how many chicks survived to fledge.

First perform a naive analysis of these data, fitting the ordinary regression model

Chick survival “ β0 ` β1Disturbance` β2Nest failure` ε

summary(lm(Chick_survival ~ Disturbance + Nest_failure, data=BO))

Then compare this model’s OLS estimate of the disturbance effect with the IV-adjusted
estimate (you must load the ‘AER’ package before you can use the ‘ivreg’ function in
R):

summary(ivreg(Chick_survival ~ Disturbance + Nest_failure |

South_shore + Nest_failure, data=BO))

Interpret this estimate in the context of the research problem.

(ii.) Why is it important to control for nest failure in the previous model(s)?

(iii.) Why might we still be worried about the validity of the proposed instrument?

Question 2: (Intention to treat with IVs and PSs)

In this problem, you will consider data from a (fake) expirement trying to assess the causal effect
of some new drug on infection rates in patients with compromised immune systems. The dataset
‘infection.csv’ contains info on 30 patients over 8 variables:

• (Causal agent of interest) treatment or placebo (binary).

• (Instrumental variable) binary indicator capturing if a patient stayed on treatment over the
course of the experiment (0) or went off their assigned treatment (1).

• Sex

• Age
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• Ethnicity

• BMI

• A standardized measure of baseline infection rate.

• (Response variable of interest) a standardized measure of post-treatment infection rate.

(a) First perform a naive analysis of these data, fitting the ordinary regression model

Followup infection rate “ β0 ` β1Baseline infection rate` β2Treatment` ε

Note that we are performing a very simple adjustment for baseline infection rate; in a proper
analysis, we would likely treat baseline as a random effect rather than a fixed covariate.

summary(lm(Followup_infection_rate ~ Baseline_infection_rate + Treatment,

data=infection))

Then compare this model’s OLS estimate of the treatment effect with the IV-adjusted esti-
mate (you must load the ‘AER’ package before you can use the ‘ivreg’ function in R):

summary(ivreg(Followup_infection_rate ~ Baseline_infection_rate + Treatment |

Baseline_infection_rate + Dropout, data=infection))

Interpret this estimate in the context of the research problem.

(b) Take a look at the distribution of the covariates over the two treatments. Does there ap-
pear to be any important imbalance in these distributions? Why could this be concerning,
even though we employed an instrumental variable approach above to adjust for possible
confounding?

(c) With only 30 patients total, it will not be feasible to include all four covariates into our
regression model (why?). Nevertheless, we could try to integrate a propensity score approach
into our analysis to achieve better balance of covariates over treatment groups. Fit a logistic
regression model to the Treatment vs. the covariates to estimate the patient propensity scores
and add these estimate to the data frame.

psmod <- glm(formula= Treatment ~ Sex + Age + Ethnicity + BMI, family=binomial,

data=infection)

infection$ps <- exp(fitted(psmod))/(1+exp(fitted(psmod)))

Now reperform the IV-adjusted regression analysis adding the propensity score as a covariate
in the model:

summary(ivreg(Followup_infection_rate ~ Baseline_infection_rate + ps + Treatment |

Baseline_infection_rate + ps + Dropout, data=infection))

Compare with the IV-adjusted estimate you found in part (a).

(d) In part (c), we added the propensity score into our model as a covariate, rather than matching
treatment to placebo units according to their estimated propensity scores. What kind of
dangers could we be creating for our inferences by treating the estimated propensity score
as a covariate, rather than doing a proper matching?
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